The phonon Raman spectra of crystals of dimethy~~tylene, pcrdeyrero-cjimetfiylacetylene and their n%ures have been investigated down to 20°K. The high temperature phase shows only one Iine and the Iow temperature phase only two. Neither of these is related to the R, (metbyi) rotation, which seems to remain pmctidiy free. However, the latter motion is found to be restricted in a newly discovered metastable phase, which is reported here fist, displayins 5-6 phonon bands. The well-known A-point transition appears little related to methyl rotations. The internal rotation of d~~:hylacetyiene seems to stay practi&y free down to 20°K in the stable phases.
Introduction
In view of the fact that the phonon states are entirely due to solid state interactions and since their transitions are very sensitive to the unit cell symmetry, one would expect the phase transition to manifest itself as a change in the phonon spectra. The phonon spectra, however, have not been wideIy used to investigate the phase transition phenomena in molecular solids. On the other hand, a temperature dependent study of the heat capacity has conventionally been used to detect and investigate phase transitions in &ding that of d~e~ylacetylene [I] . In this paper we present a Rarnan phonon study of the phase transition in dimethylacetylene (DMA) crystal which, in our opinion, provides a clear example of how sensitive the phonon spectrnm is to the phase transition. Also, with the heIp of the phonon spectra we have discovered a new metastable phase of the D?viA crystal which has been missed before by all other methods, including a very recent NMR study [2] . The reason is that this phase does not appear if the crystal is cooled slowly. The Raman phonon spectra provide us with. some insight into the nature.of the phase transition at the molecular level, though the investigation at this
stage is only fragmentary.
A compIete kvestigation the phase transition in D&fA witi be reported Iarcr. To get a lower temperature (down to 7,O"K) helium vapor was used. The Raman spectra were taken on a Ramalog Sp.ex double spectrometer model 1401 at a resolution of 1 cm-r. The excitation Iine was the 4880 .k laser emission from a Coherent Radiation Laboratory argon ion laser.
Results and discttssion
Fig . I shows the Raman phonon spectra of DMA-hg in the three different crystalline phases. Phase I is a stable phase which persists down to lSS*K when cooled slowIy. When cooied'fast with nitrogen vapor, this phase can very often be su?ercooied [3 ] . In this phase we see one band at 71 cm-' (200°K value) Ghich shifts to 80 cm' I in the supercooled state at B and C are, respectively, the spectra of phases II and III at 20%. The spectral resolution is 2 1 cm-'. In spectrum A (taken at lOOoK), the ncise level is high and escept for the Next, we try to explain the result in light of the knowr. crystal structures [S, 61 of phase I and phase III. The crystal structure of phase I is tetragonal with two moIecules per unit cell. It shows that the mole-. cuks are arranged in linear chains along their long axis. The resulting chains are packed in parallel to form layers in which each chain is translated with respect to its neighbors on either side (in the direction of the chain and through one half of the unit repetition). These layers are stacked one upon another with successive rotations through 90" and with systematic translations such that the center of a molecule in one layer lies directly above the center between colinearly adjacent molecules. For this crystal structure, the observation of one phonon band will be consistent with a -model of (I) free methyl motion or rather free RZ libration along the molecular three-fold axis and (2) small site and factor group splittings. Small site sphtting implies that the Rx and Rv librations are degenerate. This model of small site and factor group splittings is also supported by the coincidence of the observed ratio of the per-proto frequency and the corresponding perdeutero frequency with that calculated on the assumption that the principal axes of the moment of inertia are along the molecular axes. In view of these considerations it appears that in phase I the important C-H and H-H interactions are along the linear chain (pairs of methyl groups belonging to colinearly adjacent molecules, may be rotating Yin gear"
[71X In phase III, the crystal data [S] show that molecules al-e tilted with respect to each other along the chain. %is resuits in an increase from 2 to 4 molecules per primitive unit cell. Kopelman [7] suggested that such tit incrkases significantly the barrier for the Assuming that the principnt ases of the moment of inertia arc al0113 the molecular axes the calcukted isotape ratios for R, and R,: fibrationai frequency is 1.14, while For the RZ l~rat~on~ frequency tie ratio is 1A.i.
rnethyi motion resulting in a 110 cm-l lattice mode. We see two phonon bands in this phase (108 and 146 cm-l in UMA). However, the isotope ratios for these two bands are =I .I0 and are, thus, too Iow (compared with I .41) to be a methyl motion (or R, libration). Our result, thus, does not provide any evidence for the earIier suggestion ['7 ] that the phase transition involifes a change from a free methyl rotation to a hindered rnetilyl rotation. Several possibilities exist: (i) the methyl rotation is still free in the low temperature phase; (ii) the barrier is lower than it was thought and as a result the RZ libration frequency is of the order of 10 cm-j instead of 110 cm-I ; (iii) the R, librational transition is at least 50 times weaker than the observed phonon transitions. We seem to prefer tie second possibility.
The observed twa phonon bands may be due to increased site splitting, as the RX and R,, librations are now more different because of the tilting of the molecules, or they may be due to increased factor group splitting (compared to phase I). In absence of any polarization study our present result cannot @in-guish between the two possibilities, though in view of a rather !arge splitting (=:30 cm-l), one would be tempted to assign it as a site splitting.
In the absence of any X-ray crystal st.ructure data of the metastable phase, it is difticuIt to interpret our results. However, considering that &eke are 6 observed phonon bands, and assuming an effective center of inversion, the primitive unit cell in this phase must have at least two molecules. The observed isotope ratio for the band at 114 CII=I-~ @MA-& frequency at 20°K) is 1.2'7. This is much larger than the catculated isotope ratio for the RX and R,,"tibrations which is I .I4. As a matter of fact, all other bands show isatope ratios of I .0%-J .16. This makes the '1 IC, cm--l band OF DbiA--ii6 (and the.corresponding 90 cm-1 band of DhfA+) a better choice for the R, Librazion, En view of the fact that this ratio is su~stanti~ly different from I .41 we think that the pzincipal axis of 'Jle moment of inertia for this motion may be different from the molecular long axis.
